Statement of Condemnation on the Terrorist SAC’ Death Sentence to Myanmar Democracy Activists

1. The illegal terrorist State Administrative Council – SAC’s illegal courts has sentenced to death and other penalties to many of innocent civilian including Ko Kyaw Min Yu (aka) Ko Jimmy, a leader of 88th generation and a former MP Phyo Zeyar Thaw. We, the Committee Representing Pyidaungsu Hluttaw viewed that this is an inhumane act and violation of not only the State’s current laws but also the international treaties and laws without respecting.

2. All unlawful judgments and punishment by the illegal terrorist SAC are neglecting the safety of the people and the only action to govern the people by the way of enforcing the fear for the own profits.

3. The Committee Representing Pyidaungsu Hluttaw strongly condemns all illegal arrests, killings, trials and death penalties by the illegal terrorist SAC which is completely unacceptable and against by the people of Myanmar. Cooperation in various ways in such cases is a criminally cooperation and will be punished effectively by law. We, the Committee Representing Pyidaungsu Hluttaw will cooperate with the local and international revolutionary forces and the international organizations to take concrete actions to those who make cooperation in mentioned matters.
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